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Transposons and other foreign DNA elements make up a significant proportion of most genomes,
and keeping them in check is important for maintaining the integrity of genetic information. The
recent papers presented in this Select highlight strategies from across the spectrum of life to
repress troublesome DNA.RsAgo loaded with cognate small RNA
generated from mRNAs recognizes
plasmid DNA, resulting in excision of a
22–24 nt single-stranded target DNA
fragment, damaging the DNA template.
Figure courtesy of I. Olovnikov.Small DNAs Get In on the Silencing Game
Small RNAs bound by Argonaute proteins, such as piRNAs, have been shown in
eukaryotes to silence foreign DNA elements like transposons by promoting the
formation of heterochromatin. Other Argonaute-bound RNAs, such as microRNAs
and siRNAs, induce posttranscriptional gene silencing. Homologs of Argonautes
have been identified in prokaryotes, and bioinformatic analysis has suggested they
may act in genome defense. Aravin and colleagues (Olovnikov et al., 2013) now
show that an Argonaute protein of Rhodobacter sphaeroides, RsAgo, binds small
RNAs and DNAs that preferentially correspond to ‘‘foreign’’ DNA. The small RNAs
are 15–19 nt long and are more abundant than the small DNAs, which are 22–24 nt
in length. Whereas nearly all of the small RNAs are sense to transcripts, the vast
majority of the small DNAs are antisense to transcripts. Most of the small RNAs align
with small DNAs, with both ends of the DNA protruding past the RNA by 3 nt. It
appears that the small RNAs are generated by degradation of transcripts, and the
small DNAs are likely generated by unknown nucleases at sites targeted by RsAgo
loaded with small RNA. Although small RNAs and DNAs corresponding to most
transcripts are generated, they disproportionately
correspond to repetitive sequences such as transpo-
sons and phages and, particularly, to plasmid DNA.
When RsAgo is expressed in E. coli, its induction
induces degradation of plasmid DNA. Loss of RsAgo
in Rhodobacter does not affect fitness but results in
increased abundance of plasmid-derived transcripts.The results suggest that RsAgo mediates a defense against ‘‘foreign’’ DNA and may interfere
with gene expression by promoting DNA degradation, physically interfering with transcription,
or promoting posttranscriptional silencing. The mechanisms by which RsAgo inhibits gene
expression and preferentially targets ‘‘foreign’’ sequences may be revealed by further studies.
Olovnikov, I., et al. (2013). Mol. Cell. Published online September 12, 2013. http://dx.doi.org/
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I. Arkhipova.Genome Maintenance and the Single Rotifer
Compared to sexually reproducing species in which alleles can recombine as a result of
meiosis, asexual species face a distinct challenge in preventing the accumulation of delete-
rious mutations. Assembly and analysis of the genome of the asexual bdelloid rotifer Adineta
vaga by Flot et al. (2013) shows evidence for repair of mutations by gene conversion, as well
as amplification of genes associated with repression of transposable elements. Sexual repro-
duction has not been observed in these tiny metazoans, and assembly of the A. vaga genome
shows that alleles are sometimes present on the same chromosome, preventing the possibility
of meiotic segregation. It is expected that, in the absence of meiosis in ancient asexual
lineages, divergence in sequence between alleles may exceed variation in sequence between
individuals. Yet the observed interallelic divergence for A. vaga is comparable to that seen in
some sexually reproducing species. This may be explained by gene conversion, a phenome-
non during which the sequence of one allele is replaced by that of another through mitotic
recombination, and that appears to occur frequently in the genome of A. vaga. Only 3% of
this rotifer genome is made up of transposable elements, a lower proportion than for most
metazoans. The diversity of transposons in A. vaga is, however, very high, with 255 families,
the vast majority of which are represented by only one or two full-length copies. The low
abundance of decayed copies of these transposons suggests they are recent arrivals acquiredCell 154, September 12, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 1167
by horizontal gene transfer. Ongoing acquisition of transposons raises the question of how their numbers are kept low
compared to other metazoans. This may be explained in part by excision of LTR transposons and microhomology-mediated
deletions. But the genome also shows expansion and diversification of the Argonaute and Dicer gene families, homologs of
which promote small-RNA-mediated gene silencing, including silencing of transposons, in other eukaryotes.
Flot, J-F., et al. (2013). Nature 500, 453–457.SAMHD1 suppresses the retrotransposition
of retroelements in dividing cells.
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and X.-F. Yu.Tripping Up Reverse Transcriptase
Aicardi-Goutie`res syndrome (AGS), a severe neurological disease associated with
dysregulation of innate immunity and characterized by the intracellular accumula-
tion of extrachromosomal DNA, has been linked tomutations in theSAMHD1 gene.
SAMHD1 has also been shown to inhibit replication of HIV and other retroviruses in
nondividing cells by depleting the levels of free nucleotides. Extending the study of
SAMHD1 to retroelements such as LINE-1, Alu, and SVA, Zhao et al. (2013) now
show that SAMHD1 suppresses the replication of retroelements but does so
through a mechanism distinct from that by which it inhibits HIV. SAMHD1 inhibits
LINE-1 retrotransposition in a dose-dependent fashion, and inhibition of SAMHD1
more than doubles the rate of LINE-1 transposition. In contrast to inhibition of HIV
transposition, the dNTPase activity of SAMHD1 is not required for the inhibition of
LINE-1 retrotranposition. Instead, mutations outside the dNTPase active site of
SAMHD1, in domains where mutations associated with AGS cluster, preventSAMHD1 from repressing LINE-1. Consistent with a broadly conserved role for SAMHD1 in suppression of retrotransposition,
SAMHD1 of nonhuman primates and other mammals can also suppress LINE-1 in human cells, and human SAMHD1 can
repress mouse LINE-1. Mechanistically, SAMHD1 inhibits expression of ORF2 of LINE-1, which encodes reverse transcrip-
tase, thus reducing reverse transcription of LINE-1 RNA. It has not been shown that the activity of retroelements, which
compose a large part of the human genome, is directly linked to AGS. But LINE-1 activity has been shown to be upregulated
in cells mutant in another gene linked to AGS, and future studies may elucidate connections between SAMHD1 and other
genes linked to AGS, retrotransposon activity, and autoimmune disease.
Zhao, K., et al. (2013). Cell Rep. Published online September 12, 2013. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2013.08.019.
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